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Abstract. This paper presents the architecture of a translator from written Italian
into Italian Sign Language. We describe the main features of the four modules of
this architecture, i.e. a dependency parser for Italian, an ontology based seman-
tic interpreter, a generator based on expert-systems and combinatory categorial
grammars, a planner to position signs in space. The result of this translation chain
is signed by a virtual character. Finally, we report the results of a first “intrinsic”
experiment for the evaluation of translation quality.

1 Introduction

In the last years the computational linguistic community showed a growing interest
toward sign languages, and a number of projects concerning the translation into a signed
language (SL) have recently started. Some of these projects adopt symbolic techniques:
English to British SL [1], English to American SL [2, 3]. Some other projects adopt
statistical techniques based on parallel corpora: English to Irish SL [4], Chinese to
Chinese SL [5]. Indeed, developing large parallel vocal/signed corpora is a very hard
process. First, building large collections of video is long and expensive. Second, there
are theoretical difficulties concerning the extra-video annotation of the sign language.
For instance, while there are standards for representation of phonological information
of a sign there are no common practices to represent its morpho-syntactic inflections.
So, classical machine translation architectures, that are based on deep processing of the
language [6] is still appealing for translating into a sign language. Specific mechanisms
of SL can be encoded by using rules or ad hos heuristics. However, the adoption of
symbolic techniques for translation have some drawbacks. A big challenge is the great
diversity in the mechanisms used to encode morpho-syntactic relations in vocal and sign
languages. For instance, sign languages use pronouns and conjunctions in very peculiar
ways and do not have prepositions and articles: very often the syntactic function of the
prepositions and articles is expressed by the sign positions in the space [7]. In order
to account for these very specific features, we decided to split the generation process
into two distinct steps: in the first step we generate aspatially not assigned sequence of
signs; in the second step, we associate spatial coordinate with each sign by using the
syntactic structure of the sentence.

In this paper, we present the main features of a translation architecture from Italian
to Italian Sign Language (Lingua Italiana dei Segni, henceforth LIS), that is the sign
language used by the Italian deaf (signing) community [8]. LIS is a poorly studied lan-
guage and linguists often do not agree on basic linguistic properties (e.g. sentence word
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Fig. 1. The rule-based translation architecture.

order). The experiment concerns a specific application domain, i.e. weather forecasts.
As starting point, a group of linguists expert on LIS produced a small parallel corpus of
Italian-LIS sentences extracted from TV news and concerning weather forecasts. This
corpus consists of about 300 aligned sentences and has been primarily used to produce
an electronic lexicon consisting of about 1500 signs that can be accessed by a virtual
interpreter. Moreover, we used this small corpus1 in conjunction with the expertise pro-
vided by linguists to formalize the linguistic knowledge of the LIS necessary rule-based
translation.

Our system can be defined as knowledge-based and restricted-interlingua, since it
uses extra-linguistic information and deals with only two languages [6]. The translation
system is a chain composed by five distinct modules, that are: (1) a dependency parser
for Italian; (2) an ontology based semantic interpreter; (3) a generator; (4) a spatial
planner; (5) an animation interpreter that performs the synthesis of the sequence of
signs, i.e. the final LIS sentence2 (see Fig. 1). The paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 we describe the parser and the ontology based interpreter; in Section 3 we
describe the LIS generator, composed by two sub-modules: an sentence planner based
on expert systems and a realizer based on formal grammars; in Section 4 we describe
the planner used for spatial allocation of the signs. Finally, in Section 5 we give some
details on system evaluation and conclude the paper in Section 6.

1 The corpus has been used too to develop a prototypical statistical translator that we used for
evaluation, see Section 5.

2 The animation interpreter is described in ANONIMOUS



Oggi ultimo giorno del mese di giugno , con valori di temperatura superiori alla media

ADV-RMOD ADJC+ORDIN-RMOD PREP-RMOD DET+DEF-ARGPREP-RMOD PREP-ARG

SEPARATOR

PREP-RMOD

PREP-ARG PREP-RMOD PREP-ARG ADJC-RMOD ADJC-ARG DET+DEF-ARG

Fig. 2. The (simplified) syntactic structure of the sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno del mese di
giugno, con valori di temperatura superiori alla media” (Today is the last day of the month of
June, with temperature values exceeding the average) produced by the TUP parser.

2 Parsing and Interpretation

In this Section we give some details about the parser and the semantic interpreter. In
the first processing step, the syntactic structure of the source language is obtained by
the TUP parser, a rule-based parser for Italian that has supported the construction of
the TUT treebank [9, 10]. The TUP uses a morphological dictionary of Italian (about
25, 000 lemmata) and a rule-based grammar. The final result is a dependency tree, that
makes clear the structural syntactic relationships occurring between the words of the
sentence [11]. Each word in the source sentence is associated with a node of the tree,
and the nodes are linked via labeled arcs that specify the syntactic role of the dependents
with respect to their head (the parent node). In Figure 2 we report the syntactic analy-
sis for the sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno del mese di giugno, con valori di temperatura
superiori alla media” (rough translation: Today [is the] last day of the month of June,
with temperature values exceeding the average). We have two sub-sentences: the first
sub-sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno del mese di giugno” is nominal since is rooted by
the noun “giorno” (day); the second sub-sentence “valori di temperatura superiori alla
media” is nominal too, since is rooted by the noun “valore” (value.), and it is syntac-
tically related to the first sub-sentence by the preposition “con” (with). The edge label
“ARG” indicates a ARGument relation, i.e. an obligatory relation from one head and its
argument. The edge label “RMOD” indicates a Restricting MODifier relation, i.e. a non
obligatory relation from the head to its dependent [10].

The interpreter is based on ontology [12] concerning the application domain, i.e.
weather forecasts, as well as more general common knowledge about the world. A
peculiarity of our approach is the ontological status of the language, that is part of
the foundational ontology [13–15]. Starting from the lexical semantics of the words in
the sentence and on the basis of the dependency structure, the interpreters looks for
“connection paths” that are joined into a single structure that represent the meaning of
the sentence (cf. [16]): semantic roles and other kind of semantic relations are encoded
in this structure and could be straightforwardly translation into some form of logic, as
First Order Logic (FoL) predicates. In particular similar to other approaches (among
others [17]) our ontological meaning representation is unscoped. In short, variables
represent nodes, propositions represent node properties, modalities represents relation
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Fig. 3. The semantic network resulting from the interpretation of the sentence “Oggi ultimo
giorno del mese di giugno, con valori di temperatura superiori alla media”.

between nodes. In the following, we interchangeably use the terms semantic network
and logic representation as well as node of the network and logic predicate. In Figure 3
we report the interpretation of the sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno del mese di giugno, con
valori di temperatura superiori alla media”. The nodes of the network contain instances
(with prefix name £ in the Figure) and concepts (with prefix name ££ in the Figure)
from the ontology; the relations (with prefix name & in the Figure) represent meaning
relations between concepts/instances. The prefix § is adopted to represent some special
entities: for instance §SPEAKER+OTHERS represents the speaker and all the hearers
of the sentence (i.e. the pronoun we). Each node in the network contains a variable that
uniquely identifies the node. Some relation are reified, i.e. translated into concepts: for
instance the concept HAS-VALUE and the relation VALUE-OF-PROPERTY are the result
of the reification of an original relation between a more specific relation between the
concepts TEMPERATURE and a MEASURED-VALUE. As a consequence we have that
all the relations are binary. Moreover, the nodes AVERAGE, GRATER-THAN, JUNE,
LAST and TODAY represent instances.

Informally speaking, we can say that the semantic interpreter organizes the infor-
mation into the semantic networks as a number of messages, a sort of “information
clusters” that are weakly connected with the other parts of the network. In the network
of Figure 3 we can distinguish six clusters of nodes, corresponding to six messages. A
paraphrases of the meaning represented by the semantic network is: (message 1) the
topic of the dialogue is that we (i.e. the speaker and the hearers) have that today is a
day (message 2) involved into an order relation with the ordinal “last” and with the
Month of June; this day has a temperature (message 3) with a value (message 4); this
value is involved in a comparison (message 5) with a mathematical value that is the



average (message 6). In the next section we describe how the microplanner manages
this organization of the information.

3 The LIS Generator

The standard architecture for Natural Language Generation uses three distinct com-
ponents: document planning, sentence planning and realization [18]. Our generator is
composed by only two components: the sentence planner is called SentenceDesigner,
that builds a tree representing the generic LIS lexical items and some generic syntactic
relations among them; the realizer is implemented a formal grammar for LIS by using
OpenCCG [19]. SentenceDesigner basically performs a three-steps algorithm: in the
first step SentenceDesigner identifies the messsages present in the sentence (see Fig-
ure 3), looking for nodes with no heading over: in Figure 3 these nodes are DIALOGUE,
ORDINAL-DESCRIPTION, LOCTIME-HAS-TEMPERATURE, HAS-VALUE, COMPARISON-
RELATION, APPLIED-FUNCTION. In the second step, that correspond to “lexicaliza-
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Fig. 4. Two rules of the knowledge-base used by the expert system for lexicalization.

tion” [18], SentenceDesigner performs two distinct substeps for each message. The first
substep introduces new prelexical nodes in the message by using a table-based heuristic.
For example, the prelexical node value belonging to the class evaluable-entity is
introduced corresponding to concept the MATH-VALUE. The second substep introduces
of syntactic relations between prelexical nodes. Since this mapping from semantic to
syntactic relations is based on linguistic knowledge provided by linguists, we used an
expert system3, that allows for a sharp modulation of the knowledge and speed-up re-
visions. All the rules have a common schema: the Left Hand Side (LHS) specifies the
“semantic content” that the rule captures, the Right Hand Side (RHS) specifies the syn-
tactic relations. In Figure 4 we report two rules that are “fired” by SentenceDesigner
during the analysis of the messages in Figure 3. The first rule encodes the comparison
semantic relation into one subject and one object syntactic relations; the second rule
encodes the semantic relation concerning a mathematical value as a modifier relation.4

The syntactic labels used in these rule are essentially the ones used in the annotation of
TUT [9, 10]. The third step of the algorithm concerns the simplification of the messages
built in the previous steps: after the merging of the various syntactic relations among

3 Since SentenceDesigner is written in lisp, we used the LISA expert system. This is an imple-
mentation of the RETE algorithm compliant with Common lisp Specifications [20].

4 The actual implementation of SentenceDesigner consists of 50 rules.



the various messages, we simplify the messages (often LIS is more compact than Ital-
ian), we remove duplicate among messages, we give a realization order to the messages.
The final result of SentenceDesigner consists of a number of abstract syntax trees [18].

Fig. 5. The output of SentenceDesigner on the by the semantic network of Figure 3.

In Figure 5 there are the two abstract syntax trees obtained by the input given by the
semantic network of Figure 3.

The abstract trees are used as input for the OpenCCG realizer, taht is based on a
a combinatorial categorial grammars (CCG) [21] for LIS. CCG is a mildly context-
sensitive formalism that is theoretically adequate to describe the complexity of nat-
ural language syntax (e.g. cross-serial dependencies, non-constituency coordination)
and it has a very straight syntax-semantic interface. Realization accounts for a number
of morpho-syntactic phenomena, that are inflection, agreement, word order, function
words. LIS has no function words but, similar to all SLs, it has a peculiar and rich
system of inflection and agreement. OpenCCG allows to encode an inflectional system
by using feature structures, which are part of the syntactic categories. Since CCG is a
lexicalized formalism, the LIS CCG consists of a set of lexical items plus a number of
unary rules, that are used to account for specific syntactic/semantic phenomena. Each
lexical item, that corresponds to a single sign, consists of a number of morpho-syntactic
and semantic features. In particular a sign entry is composed by: (1) The database name
of the sign;5 (2) The database ID of the sign; (3) The number of hands used to perform
the sign; (4) The lexical value of the sign; (5) The Part of Speech (PoS) of the sign (6)
The Category of the sign with the syntactic/semantic relations. In table 1 we report an
example. The current version of the LIS CCG consists of about 100 lexical entries and
10 unary rules, organized in about 30 lexical families. For instance, by using the first
abstract syntactic trees of Figure 5, the realizer produces the CCG derivation shown in
Figure 6. We use the CCG derivations together with the syntactic relations of the ab-
stract trees in order to produce a TUT-compliant LIS dependency tree (cf. Fig. 7). Note
that at this stage the signs do not have a feature specifying a spatial collocation: this
feature is provided by the spatial planner in the next stage

5 As usual in literature, we use a database name for the sign related to its meaning in the source
language, Italian in our case.



DB name DB ID #hands lexical::value PoS 
Category 

SynSem relations 

superiore 3168 2 exceed::meteo-status verb 

S [Y0] \ NP [Y1] \ NP [Y2] 

@Y0:meteo-status (exceed 
^ <SUBJ>Y1:eva-entity 
^ <OBJ>Y2:eva-entity) 

oggi 2669 2 today::deictic-day-description noun 

N [Y0] 

@Y0: deictic-day-
description (today) 

!
Table 1. A fragment of the CCG for LIS used for the realization of the abstract syntactic trees in
Figure 5. Note that the LIS word order SOV is formalized in the lexical entry for “superiore” by
using the Category “S \NP \NP”, that can be paraphrased as “a sentence is a verb that combines
with two nouns (subj and obj) on its left”.
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Fig. 6. Syntactic derivation of the LIS sentence “Oggi mese giugno giorno ultimo”

4 The spatial allocation planner

In SLs the signing space, that is a portion of space in front of the signer has a syn-
tactic function [22] (see Figure 10): the position and the movement of the signs play
a fundamental role in expressing the meaning of the sentence. For example the verb
agreement, that is the semantic relation between a verb and its arguments, in SLs is
expressed through the use of space. So, we need to know the position and the hand-
movement in the signing space in order to get the “animation” of the virtual charac-
ter. Broadly speaking, LIS signs can be split in two main classes: relocatable and not
relocatable. We modeled this classification by merging it with agreement properties.
Agreement, in LIS, may involve one or two arguments; consequently, we introduced
three agreement classes: 0-agr (no-agreement and no-relocatable), 1-agr (relocatable,
with position depending on a single agreement), 2-agr (relocatable, with position de-
pending on two agreement). Another important morphological feature, that expresses
syntactic agreement too, concerns the direction of the hand movement with respect to
the other signs. Some signs have a movement that is constrained by the position of the
other signs in the space: in this case we assign the value +dir to the sign, otherwise
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Fig. 7. LIS dependency tree of “Oggi mese giugno giorno ultimo”

we assign -dir. The Figure 8 provides the reader with a taxonomy that embodies this
morpho-syntactic features.

In the spatial planner, we model the total signing space as a 3D box in front of
the signer. Each sign has a position in this box expressed by a triple of coordinates
< x, y, z >. Moreover, to take into account the morpho-syntactic features we need to
assign a subspace, i.e. a portion of the signing space, to a sign. We represent a subspace
by using three points, [xinf , yinf , zinf ← x0, y0, z0 → xsup, ysup, zsup], that lowest
vertex, the center. that highest vertex of a cube. The algorithm allocates space resources
in two separate steps: in the fist step one partitions the signing space into subspaces by
visiting the dependency tree in pre-order; in the second step one assigns positions to the
signs a in the corresponding subspace in visiting the dependency tree in post-order.

Subspace allocation depends on the arc label in the dependency tree: the subspace
may be parasitic on the subspace of the mother node (i.e. as big as the subspace of
the mother) or a subpart of it. For instance, a sign that has an arc label in the set
{adjc-rmod, advb-rmod, adjc+ qualif -rmod, advb-rmod-time, coord-merge,
verb-rmod, conj-arg, coord2nd, adjc+ordin-rmod-seqpos} is classified as a Space reassigner
and shares the same subspace of the mother. In contrast, a sign that has an arc label in the
set {verb+modal-indcompl, verb+modal-predcompl, predcompl, verb-predcompl+subj}
is classified as a Non space assignergroup and identifies signs that share the sub-
space with one of the sibling.

After the pre-order visit, the Spatial Planner algorithm determines in post-order
visit the actual position of the sign (hand placement and movement) inside the assigned
subspace. This is accomplished by taking into account the agreement properties of the
governing node, according to taxonomy based on the phonological and morphological
features of a sign (see above, Figure 8). For instance, the sign superiore is classified in
the taxonomy as 2− agr, +riloc and +dir, i.e. the sign has two syntactic agreements,
it is relocatable and involves a hand movement into the space forward the signs that are
in relation with it. Moreover, the final position is blocked (see Figure 8), i.e. the initial
position corresponds to the position of the first argument and the sign movement has to
pass through the second argument.

As example, we trace the execution of the algorithm on the sentence “Oggi ultimo
giorno mese di giugno”: the reader can refer to Figure 9 to trace the execution.

1. Giorno: it is the root of the tree. It is assigned all the signing space [-1, -1, -1,←
0, 0, 0→ 1, 1, 1]. The root “Giorno” has three daughters, so the algorithm starts the
recursion on them. The two daughters “Oggi” and “Mese” are Space assigners
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By following the standard described in (REF DELIVERABLE ORCHESTRATOR), we have designed 
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fig. 11, we show the functional schema that describes the interactions between the modules. 
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which is a java library that allows for a simple implementation of the service as a java servlet. The servlet is 
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1. The client sends to Tomcat a translation request, by using a HTTP  “post” request on the port 8081. The 
information about the request is encoded in (a) the path id used in the HTTP request and (b) the body of 
the HTTP POST request, that is a string encoding XML. In particular, the XML contains a number of 
tags and attributes: 

 

 

Fig. 8. Taxonomy of phonological and Morphological features

Fig. 9. Execution of the algorithm on the sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno mese di giugno”

(their arc labels are “noun-rmod” and “noun-rmod-refseq”), while the daughter
“Ultimo” is a Space reassigner (its arc label is “adjc+ordin-rmod-seqpos”). The
mother subspace is split in two for the space assigners: the subspace [-1, 0, 0,←
-0.5, 0, 0 → 0, 0, 0, is assigned to “Oggi” and the subspace 0, 0, 0 ← 0.5, 0, 0 →
1, 0, 0 is assigned to “Mese”; while the current space of the mother is assigned to
“Ultimo”.

(a) Oggi: it is a leaf so the algorithm finds a position. It is riloc+, dir- and argref
= 0, so it is placed in the pseudocenter of its subspace < -0.5, 0, 0 >.

(b) Mese: it has one daughter, “Giugno”, which is a space-assigner. The whole
space of the mother “Mese” is assigned to “Giugno”.

i. Giugno: It is a leaf so the alghoritm finds a position. It is riloc-, (i.e. not
relocatable) and its position remains unchanged.

All “Mese”daughters are examined and the recursion on “Mese” stops. The
alghoritm finds a position for the sign “Mese”. It is riloc+, dir- and argref = 0,
so it is placed in the pseudocenter of its subspace < 0.5, 0, 0 >.



(c) Ultimo: the last daughter of the sign “Giorno”. It is a leaf so the algorithm finds
a position. It is [riloc+, dir-] and [argref = 1 with agr=subj, loc], so it is placed
in the pseudocenter of its subspace <0, 0, 0>.

All “Giorno” daughters are examined and the recursion on “Giorno” stops. The
alghoritm finds a position for the sign “Giorno”. It is riloc+, dir- and argref = 1, so
it is placed in the pseudocenter of its subspace < 0, 0, 0 >.

Note that the adjective “ultimo” refered to “giorno” is allocated in the same position of
the sign “giorno”. In Figure 10 we reported the final animation of the virtual character
signing the sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno mese di giugno”.

Signing space and neutral 
position Oggi Mese Giorno Ultimo 

!1 +1 
<0,0,0> 

Fig. 10. Virtual character signs the sentence “Oggi ultimo giorno del mese di giugno”.

5 Evaluation

We test our system following an intrinsic approach: we devised a controlled experi-
ment involving a number of native signers to evaluate the translation. Moreover we
compared the results of our rule-based system with the results on the same test of a
statistical translator developed by ANONYMOUS using the LIS corpus. The partici-
pants in the experiment were 12 signing deaf (8 females and 4 males, mean age 23
years) adult individuals, with no other disabilities. They voluntarily took part in the
experiment. They were deaf individuals with a prelingual and profound hearing deficit
(> 90 dB hearing loss), all university students. The experimental materials comprised
two meteo news texts, referring to different periods of the year (meteo n. 3 concerns
October, meteo n. 19 concerns the period June-July) and of comparable length (259
and 283 words, respectively). For each meteo, we created 9 couples of sentences. Each
couple (same length in words) corresponds to a semantic unit in the text, and is either
a paraphrase of the original semantic unit or it does not correspond in meaning to the
original unit. Consider, as an example, the following couple created from the original
sentence “Da dieci giorni più o meno ormai sentiamo parlare di ottobrate, praticamente
di bel tempo con temperature decisamente miti, soprattutto nel corso del pomeriggio”
(rough translation: It’s more or less ten days that we hear about “ottobrate”, i.e. about
good weather with particularly mild temperatures especially during the afternoon.):
Paraphrase: Da dieci giorni temperature molto gradevoli e bel tempo, soprattutto nel
corso del pomeriggio. (rough translation: In the last ten days pleasant temperature and



nice weather, especially in the afternoon.)
Wrong content: Tempo variabile sull’Italia settentrionale e centrale, molte nubi so-
prattutto sul versante adriatico e sull’area ionica (rough translation: Variable weather
on north and central Italy. Many clouds especially on the adriatic side and on the ionic
area.).

Each participant encountered the two meteo news, one in the rule-based transla-
tion, and the other one in the statistical translation. The order of presentation of the
two versions of the meteos, and the occurrence of a specific meteo in a specific version
was balanced over all participants. The participants participated in the experiment indi-
vidually, and in a single experimental session. They were invited to watch each video
carefully, one at a time. Once finished watching the video, the participant was presented
with single sentence written on individual sheet of paper (the order of presentation of
the sentences was random for each participant). The task of the participant was to de-
cide, for each sentence, whether it corresponded to the information provided by the
automatic translation (Recognition task). We coded responses of “Yes” to paraphrases
and “No” to wrong content sentences as correct. Table 2 illustrates the mean correct

Type of translation Paraphrases Wrong Paraphrases Global performance
Rule based 5.42 (1.51) 4.42 (1.38) 9.83 (2.62)

Statistical based 5,71 (1,75) 4,08 (1,62) 9,25 (2,70)
Table 2. Mean correct performance of the paraphrases experiment.

recognition (and standard deviation in parenthesis) with the two types of translations
by the participants. A comparison between correct recognitions with the two versions
revealed no statistically significant differences (Wilcoxon test: z = .40, p = .69). The
same result holds if we consider separately paraphrases and wrong content sentences
(Wilcoxon test: z = .31, p = .75 and z = .48, p = .63, respectively). Aim of the
experiment was to ascertain whether one of the two automatic translations, i.e., Rule-
based or Statistic, was more comprehensible to signing deaf individuals: the numbers
support the result that deaf participants were equally likely to accept paraphrases and
to refute wrong content sentences in the recognition task for rule-based and statistical
translators.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a NLP system that translates from Italian into the Ital-
ian Signed Language (LIS). After description of the main features of each module,
we reported the preliminary results of an evaluation on the meteo domain. Future in-
vestigations on evaluation might ascertain whether the automatic translation is more
comprehensible than written texts by bilingual signing deaf individuals. Moreover, in
future work we plan to improve the system extending the coverage over new domains,
as the rail station domain.
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